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By Ted Kaye

The talk of the 26th International
Congress of Vexillology, held last
month in Sydney, Australia, was
the selection of finalists for a new
flag for New Zealand.

In November, Kiwis will vote
among these five, choosing a
challenger which will then go up
against the current flag in a referendum in March 2016. Current polling predicts a majority will favor
keeping the current flag.

Max Liberman and I joined 100+
other flag enthusiasts and friends
there, flying the PFA flag high and
discussing the New Zealand news.
The country’s prime minister, John
Key, weary of outsiders confusing
its flag with Australia’s and eager
to adopt a more inclusive symbol,
had set the process in motion. A
panel of 12 reviewed and culled
10,292 entries.
A semi-final group of 40 designs
had been unveiled in August; the
final four were revealed during the
congress. Some of us gave interviews in the newspapers and TV
commenting on the process and
the design merits. Back home, the
PFA discussed them as well.

I’m obviously a big supporter
of the [flag] change; I think
there are a lot of strong arguments in favour of the change.
—John Key,
prime minister, New Zealand

Soon after, in response to popular
pressure, a fifth finalist was added.
Known as “Red Peak”, it departs
from the fern/stars motifs and
may be the PFA favorite.
If you wish to compliment the editor, or to contribute in the future, contact Ted Kaye
at 503-223-4660 or kandsons@aol.com. If you wish to complain, call your mother.
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September 2015 Flutterings You Need to Know
In our September meeting, hosted
by Larry Snyder in a small theater—complete with fresh popcorn—at the Oswego Pointe development in Lake Oswego, 8 PFA
members enjoyed a lively evening
of flags. As the host, Larry led the
introductions and moderated the
discussion.
We welcomed a new member,
Jerry Fest, a flag collector from
Fairview (originally from Philadelphia). He flies a different flag at
his home each week, and posts it
on Facebook. He’ll bring something for show and tell next time.
Michael Orelove gave an update
on his latest flag solicitation project: to collect from the respective
municipal governments the city
flags of all 50 US state capitals. He
presented the flags of Carson City,
Nev.; Cheyenne, Wy.; Frankfort,
Ky.; Jefferson City, Mo.; Lansing,
Mich.; and Montgomery, Ala.
A popular motif: capitol domes.
He also showed off a flag he recently purchased: Helen Rogers’
Poppy Flag, which he learned

Michael Orelove shares a “capital flag”, contributed to his flag-education project
by the City of Montgomery (of course, it is—it says so on the flag!).

about from her article in Flagmaster
153 (and ordered from her website,
thepoppyflag.com). Rogers was
inspired by the 1915 poem by John
McCrae:
In Flanders fields the poppies blow
Between the crosses, row on row,
That mark our place; and in the sky
The larks, still bravely singing, fly
Scarce heard amid the guns below...
In Flanders Fields.

New member Jerry Fest joins in his
first PFA meeting.
October 2015

Helen Rogers’ Poppy Flag, recently
acquired by Michael Orelove.

David Ferriday presented what appeared to be an ordinary American
flag on a stick. But looking closer,
it was labelled MADE IN U.S.A.—
a true rarity! He also passed
around a clipping from the
housewares catalog FLOR, advertising Union Jack floor tiles
(www.flor.com/hey-jack-red.html).
He recommended we visit the
Oregon Historical Society, which
is hosting an exhibit through
December 7 on WW II that
includes Japanese “good luck
flags” (hinomaru yosegaki) taken
from captured or killed soldiers.
(An Oregon non-profit, OBON
2015, obon2015.com, is working to
reunite these flags with soldiers’
families in Japan.) He passed
around a clipping from The Oregonian highlighting the flags (online
at www.oregonlive.com/
entertainment/index.ssf/2015/06/
world_war_ii_marches_into_port.h
tml).
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The exception that proves the rule: David Ferriday admires how South Africa’s
flag uses all six basic flag colors to profoundly meaningful effect.

He also had on hand two of the
flags in the last “What’s That
Flag?” puzzle he had put together
for the Vexilloid Tabloid: the flag of
South Africa, and the Flag for All
Mankind in the 21st Century (his
own design—see VT #31). The
theme of the puzzle stumped everyone; it was: “flags with too many
colors (5–6) according to Good
Flag, Bad Flag !”.

the War of 1812, the Battle of
Plattsburg on Lake Champlain.
The Exempts were a New York
militia made up of veterans of the
American Revolution (who were
thus exempt from required military
service); their flag design survives
only as a verbal description and it’s
unclear if it was ever actually made
and used (see www.crwflags.com/
fotw/flags/us-vetx.html).

Larry Snyder presented some
designs he’s been playing around
with for a redesign of the flag of
Boston, Massachusetts. (On Flag
Day the Boston Globe announced a
design competition: https://
www.bostonglobe.com/
ideas/2015/06/13/improvingboston-city-flag/
pSGLpo3Ef1jNiK4Ejtk8oL/
story.html.) He based his designs
of the flag of the town of Boston
in Lincolnshire, England, replacing
the fleur-de-lis on the English flag
with the star and Indian from the
Massachusetts state flag.

As is his generous habit, Patrick
Genna brought with him flags he
had bought at Goodwill to give
away at the meeting. This time
they were those of Greece and
Australia.

He also presented a strange flag
design he had encountered: the
flag of the “Veteran Exempts”—
possibly used in the last battle of

Patrick Genna sympathizes with the
current plight of the Greeks.

Scott Mainwaring’s stumper: the flag of
the shipbuilding city of Bath, Maine.

Scott Mainwaring’s show-and-tell
flag stumped the crowd: it was the
flag of the shipbuilding city of
Bath, Maine. The striking heraldic
design was created in 2013 by
Keith Hammond “with the assistance of the city council’s flag
committee”, and manufactured via
a successful Kickstarter campaign. See
www.jeremyhammond.net/
archives/102.
Our next meeting will be at the
home of Michael Orelove on Nov.
12th. Michael took the Portland
Flag Association flag for him—the
customary task of the next host.

Larry Snyder reveals the flag of the
Veteran Exempts militia of 1812–15.

[Thanks to Scott Mainwaring for text
and Patrick Genna for photos.]
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Digitally Reimagining the American Flag
By Scott Mainwaring

As a living symbol, the American
flag lends itself to endless variations and experimentation. It
invites reimagining, over the
objections of flag-worshipping
fundamentalists. The art world is
full of examples, from Jasper
Johns’ encaustic masterpieces to
the Berlin artists Wermke and
Leinkauf’s white flags atop the
Brooklyn Bridge (see “White
Flags”, VT #48).

Jasper Johns, Three Flags, 1958,
encaustic on canvas.

By writing Perl scripts that generate SVG graphics files, I’ve been
experimenting with the digital production of one-of-a-kind variants
of the American flag.

The Star-Spangled Banner of
Francis Scott Key fame.
Note the “dancing stars”.
October 2015

I’ve taken inspiration from the
stars found on early, hand-made
American flags. They often exhibited creative interpretations of what
the 1777 Flag Act called the “new
constellation” of white stars on
the blue canton, representing the
union.
Sometimes stars would point in
different directions, giving a
“dancing” effect. And in almost all
cases, their handmade production
made each flag a unique artifact,
unlike the mass-produced flags we
have come to take for granted.
I’ve also been inspired by designers
who celebrate American diversity
by adding colors from the flag, for
example the “New Glory” mashup
of the U.S. flag with the Rainbow
Flag.
Using my software, I’ve
generated three kinds of digital
reimaginings. The first I’m calling
Individualized Stars Flags.

New Glory. This flag from hippie
“Rainbow Gatherings” predated the
Rainbow Flag (see flagspot.net/
flags/us_gay.html).

These are standard U.S. flags, except that no two stars have exactly
the same shape and orientation,
and some randomness has been
added as well to their placement on
the canton.
A more radical departure from the
standard U.S. flag which I’m calling
Colorized Individualized Stars
Flags. These are re-proportioned
(2:3 instead of 10:19) Individualized Stars Flags in which the colors
of the canton, each star, and each
stripe randomly depart, a bit, from
their norms.

One example of an Individualized Stars Flag. Each star has its own personality.
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One example of a Colorized Individualized Stars Flag.
The stripes depart more subtly from their standard colors than the stars.

The last type of variant I’ve been
experimenting with is the New
Constellation of Populations
Flag. Instead of random variation
in star shapes, these flags vary star
sizes according to the populations
of the 50 states.

These flags also represent diversity,
but focus on the very large population discrepancies between the 50
states, hidden in the official American flag (and in the Senate, as
well!).

In addition to these design experimentations, I’m experimenting
with offering these designs for sale
to the public at vexicool.com.

The canton of a New Constellation of
Populations flag.

A key to how states are represented in
the canton.

I welcome interest and feedback.

In these flags, each star is assigned
a particular state, in order of admission, from tiny Delaware in the
top left to somewhat larger Hawaii
in the lower right.
(There is some random jostling
about of star positions, so to see
the star-state mappings a key is
provided at right.)
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The Red Cross Flag
By Michael Orelove

After I received the flag of
Switzerland from the Permanent
Mission of Switzerland to the
United Nations, I wrote to the
American Red Cross requesting
a Red Cross flag.

I like fact that the flag has been
used. Although I don’t know the
provenance of this specific flag,

knowing the mission of the Red
Cross, I can only imagine the
places it might have flown.

In my letter I mentioned how the
Red Cross had in 1864 reversed
the colors of the Swiss flag to create the Red Cross flag, to honor
the nationality of the founder of
the Red Cross, Swiss citizen Henri
Dunant.
To my surprise, I received a used
flag of the Red Cross measuring
8 feet by 12 feet. That makes it
the largest flag in my collection of
approximately 200 flags!

Timbers Army Flag
Local tailor and fan of the Portland
Timbers, our major league soccer
team, Romanian-born Silvian Nita
has sewn a huge new flag for the
“Timbers Army”. The enthusiastic
supporters now unfurl it for every
goal scored at a home game.

The inspiration and the result. Michael Orelove displays flags of Switzerland and
the Red Cross, donated by those entities to help his educational presentations.

Seamstresses Amy Coyle and and
Gisele Currier sewed that first flag,
which like the new one flies over
Section 107—the Timbers Army.

That devoted and enthusiastic
group flies many flags, mostly in
green, yellow, and white, including
the Portland flag and many others.

The flag replaces the original one
used before the Timbers moved to
the MLS in 2011. It first flew on
27 May 2015 after a game-winning
goal by Maximiliano Urruti.
The idea for the original flag came
from two die-hard fans in 2004,
who began raising funds for a
“BAF”—for “Big Ass Flag”.
October 2015

Our rabid soccer fans, the Timbers Army, wave their new flag to recognize a goal.
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What’s that Flag?

What Was that Flag? Answers to the last quiz

By Scott Mainwaring

By David Ferriday

Can you name these seven flags?

These flags each use 5–6 colors
(more than usually recommended).
Tony Burton, long-time editor of
Crux Australis, got them all.

Answers in the next issue…

Did you figure out the common
theme? (note, for more on the final
flag, see VT #31.)

South Africa

Antigua & Barbuda

Namibia

Central African Republic

Swaziland

Guyana

A Flag for Mankind in the 21st Century
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Portland Flag Miscellany

Portland’s mayor, Charlie Hales,
recently wrote the PFA:

At our last PFA meeting, Scott Mainwaring asked for feedback on design
sketches he has been developing for a
“rainbow” version of the Portland flag,
inspired by the many other LGBT
rainbow versions of national, state,
and local flags that have been produced. Above are five of the eight
designs he shared.

“I’m proud to be sporting the
FIRST and so far ONLY
Portland Flag Helmet!!!
“Nutcase will roll these out in
December, but I’m proudly representing with the prototype.”
This product was shown in
the last issue of VT…
Visit nutcasehelmets.com for more
information on these unusual
bicycle vexi-helmets.

Which do you favor?

November Meeting
The next meeting of the Portland
Flag Association will be at 7 p.m.,
Thursday, November 12, 2015, at
Michael Orelove’s house, 2905
S.E. Palmquist Rd. #4, Gresham.
He lives in a trailer park and the
address is for the overall park;
the trailer is #4. (503) 703-4495.
We look forward to seeing those
of you who have missed recent
meetings and engage in provocative
flag-related discussion.
If you can’t get to the meeting,
perhaps you can give the editor
something to share with readers.
October 2015

The Vexilloid Tabloid , founded in 1999 by the late John Hood, is published bi-monthly by and for
the Portland Flag Association—Portland, Oregon, U.S.A. Find back issues at www.portlandflag.org.

